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Abstract
Tri-level programming deals with hierarchical optimization problems in which the top-
level decision maker attempts to optimize his or her objective, but subjects it to a set of 
constraints and the reactions of decision makers at the middle-level and bottom-level. 
The middle-level’s decision is at the same time influenced by the reactions of the bottom 
decision maker. To describe and solve this complex issue, this paper first proposes a tri-
level programming model and a set of linear tri-level programming (LTLP) solution 
concepts. It then presents a Kth-best algorithm to solve the linear tri-level programming 
problems. Finally, a case-based example further illustrates the proposed model, solution 
concept and algorithm.
Keywords: Multi-level programming, tri-level programming, bi-level programming, 
hierarchical decision-making, Kth-best algorithm, optimization. 
1. Introduction
Many organizational decisions are made in a multi-level hierarchical order and each 
decision level has no direct control upon the decision of the others, but actions taken by 
one decision level affect those from the others [3, 5]. Decision makers at all levels 
attempt to optimize their individuals’ objectives, but the decisions are affected by the 
optimal objective values of the other levels. Such a hierarchical decision process appears 
naturally in many fields including decentralized resource planning [26], environmental 
policy [2], highway pricing [20], power market [19], logistics [35], economic [1], 
manufacturing [15] and road network management [17]. These kinds of decision 
problems are called multi-level decision problems or multi-level optimization problems 
[5, 13]. Multi-level programming typically solves the problems [3]. The literature shows 
that research on multi-level programming has mainly centered on the bi-level situation, 
called bi-level programming [4, 9, 14], and a linear version of the problem, called linear 
multi-level programming.
Bi-level programming (BLP) was proposed to deal with multi-level decision 
problems when only two decision levels are involved. The decision maker at the upper 
level is termed the leader, and at the lower level, the follower [16]. There have been 
many approaches and algorithms proposed for solving BLP problems since the field 
caught the attention of researchers in the mid-1970s, including the well-known Kuhn-
Tucker approach [6, 18], the Branch-and-bound algorithm [8, 18], penalty function 
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2approach [34], the Kth-best approach [13, 10], and also genetic algorithm [12, 22].
Furthermore, some fuzzy BLP models and approaches [29, 27, 35], multi-follower BLP 
[23, 24, 25], and multi-objective BLP models and approaches [17, 28, 30, 36] have been 
recently developed to deal with more complex cases of bi-level decision problems.
Compared with bi-level decision-making, more organizational decision problems, 
which require compromises among the objectives of several interacting decision entities, 
are allocated in a tri-level hierarchy. The execution of decisions is sequential, from top to 
middle and then to bottom levels. Each entity in the tri-level hierarchy independently 
maximizes/minimizes its own objectives, but is affected by the actions of the other two 
decision entities through externalities. We use a university example to explain the kind of 
problem. A university aims to improve its research quality through new research 
development strategies. The strategies made at university level directly affect the research 
strategy-making in its faculties. This process continues within a hierarchy of decision 
entities to its departments. In the meantime, the actions at the faculty level may affect the 
research development strategies sought by the university and the actions at the 
department level may affect its faculty’s. Each related decision entity in this university 
wishes to optimize its individual research development objective (such as more research 
outcomes) in view of the partial control exercised at other levels. The university’s 
decision makers can control the effect by exercising preemptive partial control over the 
university through budget modifications or regulations, but subject to a set of constraints 
(such as limited research funding and working load), and possible reactions from its 
faculties and also departments. Obviously, the complexity of decision problems increases 
significantly when the number of levels is greater than two [11]. As a tri-level decision 
reflects the main features of multi-level decision problems, the models and methods 
developed for tri-level decisions can be easily extended to other multi-level decision 
problems (the number of levels>3). 
Tri-level programming has been studied by some researchers and the results have 
mainly focused on its linear version. For example, Bard and Falk [7] first proposed the 
necessary conditions for the linear three-level programming problem based on 
Stackelberg game theory, and then developed rational reaction sets for each of the 
decision entities and a cutting plane algorithm to solve the LTLP case. White [33] 
proposed a penalty function approach to the LTLP problems. In this approach, each 
decision-maker had an objective function to be optimized within the imposed constraint 
set. The top-level decision-maker selects an action first, within a specified constraint set, 
then the middle-level decision-maker selects an action within a constraint set determined 
by the action of the top-level decision-maker, and finally the bottom-level decision-maker 
selects an action within a constraint set determined by the actions of decision-makers at 
the top-level and middle-level. Obviously, this approach may lead to a paradox that lower 
level decision power dominates upper level decisions. Lai [21] applied the concepts of 
memberships of optimality and degrees of decision powers to solve the technical 
inefficiency problems in Kuhn-Tucker conditions or penalty functions-based traditional 
tri-level programming approaches. In this method, the leader first sets memberships of 
optimality of their possible objective values and decisions, as well as their decision power; 
and then asks the follower for their optima calculated in isolation under given constraints. 
The follower's decision, with the corresponding levels of optimality and decision powers,
is submitted to and modified by the leader with considerations of overall benefit for the 
3organization and distribution of decision power until a best preferred solution is reached. 
Subsequently, Sinha and Sinha [30] proposed a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) 
transformation method for multi-level linear programming problems, wherein some 
subsets of decision variables were under the exclusive domain of the decision makers as 
some other subsets of decision variables are also common to two or more decision 
makers on different levels and/or on various divisions on a level. Although these LTLP 
methods and algorithms have been developed, the solution concepts, including the 
solution existence for LTLP problems, have not been well developed in the literature. 
Also, in almost all exiting LTLP models, decision entities’ constraints were written at the 
same level rather than in separate decision levels. The popular Kuhn-Tucker approach 
and related Branch-and-bound algorithm, as well as penalty function approach, have been 
well extended from bi-level programming problems to tri-level programming problems;
the popular Kth-best approach should also be extended for dealing with LTLP problems. 
Our study addresses the complex tri-level programming problem in its linear version. 
To solve the LTLP problem, we first propose a related solution concept and solution 
existence theorem. We then develop a tri-level Kth-best algorithm based on the solution 
concept to obtain a solution. Following the introduction, Section 2 introduces a LTLP 
model. The solution concepts of the LTLP model and related theorems and corollaries are 
presented in Section 3. Section 4 proposes a linear tri-level Kth-best algorithm for solving 
the LTLP problems. Section 5 illustrates the proposed LTLP model, the solution concept, 
and the linear tri-level Kth-best algorithm using a case-based numerical example. Section 
6 concludes this paper and highlights our further study.
2. Linear Bi-Level and Tri-Level Programming Models 
This section will introduce the models of bi-level programming and tri-level 
programming.
2.1 A bi-level programming model
A bi-level decision problem can be viewed as a static version of the non-cooperative, 
two-player (decision entity) game [31, 32]. The decision entity at the upper level is 
termed as leader, and the lower level, follower. The control for the decision variables is 
partitioned amongst the decision entities who seek to optimize their individual objective 
function [5].
Bi-level programming typically models bi-level decision problems, in which the 
objectives and the constraints of both upper and lower level decision entities (leader and 
follower) are expressed by linear or nonlinear functions, as follows:
For ,nRXx  ,mRYy  ,: 1RYXF  and 1: RYXf  ,
                              ),(min yxF
Xx
                               subject to 0),( yxG
                                                 ),(min yxf
Yy
                                                                         
                                                   subject to 0),( yxg ,
4where the variables x, y are called the leader and the follower variable respectively and 
F(x, y) and f(x, y) the leader’s and the follower’s objective functions.
This model aims to find a solution to the upper level problem ),(min yxFXx subject 
to its constraints 0),( yxG where, for each value of leader’s variable x, y is the solution 
of the lower level problem ),(min yxfYy under its constraints 0),( yxg . 
2.2 A tri-level programming model
In a tri-level hierarchical decision problem, each decision entity at one level has its 
objective determined and variables, in part, controlled by the entities at other levels. The 
choice of values for its variables may allow it to influence the decisions made at other 
levels, and thereby improve its own objective. To describe a tri-level decision problem, a 
basic LTLP model is described as follows: 
For ,nRXx  ,mRYy  ,pRZz  ,: 1RZYXfi  ,3,2,1i
                                   zyxzyxf
Xx
1111 ),,(  min  
                                   1111   subject to bzCyBxA                                                     (1)
                                                    zyxzyxf
Y
2222 ),,(  min  y
                                                    2222   subject to bzCyBxA 
                                                                      zyxzyxf
Zz
3333 ),,(  min  
                                                                      2333   subject to bzCyBxA 
where ,ni R ,mi R ,pi R ,,,, pqimqinqiqi iiii RCRBRARb   .3,2,1i
The variables x, y, z are called the top-level, middle-level, and bottom-level variables 
respectively, and f1(x, y, z) (f2(x, y, z), f3(x, y, z)) the top-level, middle-level and bottom-
level objective functions. In this model, we can see that the decision problem has three 
optimization sub-problems (represented by three objective functions respectively) in a 
three-level hierarchy of decisions. Each level has individual control variables within its 
optimization sub-problem, but also takes other levels’ variables in its optimization sub-
problem. 
3. Solution Concepts for Linear Tri-Level Programming
To obtain an optimized solution to this LTLP problem, we first propose its solution 
definition as follows:
Definition 3.1
(1) Constraint region of the LTLP:
  3,2,1,,,,:,,  ibzCyBxAZzYyXxzyxS iiii
(2) Feasible set for the middle and bottom levels for each fixed :Xx
  3,2,:,)(  ixAbzCyBZYzyxS iiii
(3) Feasible set for the bottom level for each fixed :),( YXyx 
 yBxAbzCZzyxS 3333:),( 
5(4) Projection of S onto the top level’s decision space:
  3,2,1,,,:)(  ibzCyBxAZYzyXxXS iiii
(5) Projection of S onto the top and middle level’s decision space:
 3,2,1,,:),(),( 3  ibzCyBxAZzYXyxYXS iii
(6) The rational reaction set of the middle and bottom levels for :)(XSx
         ),()ˆ,ˆ(:)ˆ,ˆ,(min[arg),(:),()( 2 xSzyzyxfzyzyxP 
                                                                  .)ˆ,(~:)~,ˆ,(minargˆ 3 yxSzzyxfz                        
(7)  The rational reaction set of the bottom level for :),(),( YXSyx 
  ),(ˆ:)ˆ,,(minarg:),( 3 yxSzzyxfzzyxP 
(8) Inducible region:
 )(),(,),,(:),,( xPzySzyxzyxIR 
So, finding the solution of (1) is equal to solve
    IRzyxzyxf ,,:,,min 1
We give the three assumptions below in order to introduce the solution existence 
theorem.
Assumptions 
(1) S is nonempty and compact.
(2) For decisions taken by the leader, the follower has some rooms to respond; i.e, 
)(xP and .),( yxP
(3) P(x) and P(x, y) are point to point maps with respect to x and (x, y) respectively.
We proposed three important LTLP theorems below. Theorem 3.1 proves the 
existence of an optimal solution to the LTLP model. Theorem 3.2 presents a way to 
achieve a solution of the LTLP problem. To develop the Kth-best algorithm, Theorem 3.3 
provides the necessary foundations.
Theorem 3.1. If S is nonempty and compact, then there exists an optimal solution for a 
LTLP problem.
Proof. Since S is non-empty, suppose (x*, y*, z*)S. Then we have S(x*) is non-empty. 
Thus
               *),()ˆ,ˆ(:)ˆ,ˆ*,(min[arg),(:),(*)( 2 xSzyzyxfzyzyxP 
                                                   .)ˆ*,(~:)~,ˆ,(minargˆ 3 yxSzzyxfz          (2)
Let 
  )ˆ*,(~:)~,ˆ,(minargˆ*),()ˆ,ˆ(:)ˆ,ˆ*,(min*)( 32 yxSzzyxfzxSzyzyxfxQ            (3)
 )ˆ*,(~:)~,ˆ,(min)ˆ*,( 3 yxSzzyxfyxQ                                    (4)
Notice that for any given x* and yˆ , )ˆ*,( yxQ is non-empty. Hence *)(xQ is non-empty 
and, in turn, *)(xP is non-empty. For any *)(),( xPzy  , it is known that ),( zy is an 
optimal solution of the middle and bottom level programming problem under given x*. 
Hence, ),*,( zyx is a feasible solution of the LTLP. 
6Theorem 3.2. The inducible region can be written equivalently as a piecewise linear 
equality constraint comprised of support hyper-planes of S.
Proof. To see this, let us use the notations in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to rewrite the 
inducible region as follows:
],3,2,0ˆ,0ˆ,ˆˆ;ˆˆmin[;),,{( 2222  izyxAbzCyBzyzySzyxIR iiii
]}0~,~;~min[ 333333  zyBxAbzCzz                                   (5)
It needs to prove that )(xQ is a piecewise linear equality constraint. 
According to the expressions of )(xQ and ),( yxQ , we first prove that ),( yxQ is a 
piecewise linear equality constraint for any given x and y. Because ),( yxQ can be seen as 
a linear programming problem with parameters x and y, the dual problem of ),( yxQ   is
 0,:)(max 33333  uuCByAxbu  .                                (6)
The problem has the same optimal values as ),( yxQ at the solution *u . Let tuu ,,1  be 
a listing of all the vertices of the constraint region of the dual problem given by 
}:{ 33  uCuU . As a solution of the dual problem occurs at a vertex of U , we have 
the equivalent problem
  tuuuByAxbu ,,:)(max 1333  .                                   (7)
This means that ),( yxQ is a piecewise linear function. 
Next we will prove that )(xQ is a piecewise linear function. Suppose szzz ,,, 21  are 
solutions for problem ),( yxQ . For each iz , )(xQ becomes a programming problem with 
parameters x and iz . Therefore we have s parameterized programming 
problems szz xQxQ |)(,,|)( 1  , respectively. Similarly, each izxQ |)( is a piecewise linear 
function. Hence, IR can be rewritten as
 i
z
i
s
i
zxQyzyxIR i 22
1
|)(:),,(  

                                         (8)
and is a piecewise linear equality constraint.
Corollary 3.1 A solution to the LTLP problem (1) occurs at a vertex of IR.
Theorem 3.3. The solution (x*, y*, z*) of the linear tri-level programming problem 
occurs at a vertex of S.
Proof. Let ),,(,),,,( 111 ttt zyxzyx  be the distinct vertices of S. Since any point in S can 
be written as a convex combination of these vertices, let   ti iiii zyxzyx 1 ),,,(*)*,*,( 
where   ti ii ti1 ,,1,0,1  and .tt  It must be shown that .1t To see this, let us 
write the constraints of (1) at (x*, y*, z*) in their piecewise linear form (8).
                               **|*)(0 22* zyxQ z  
                                 





 

t
i
i
i
t
i
i
iz
t
i
i
i zyxQ
1
2
1
2
1
*|)( 
7                                  


t
i
i
i
t
i
i
i
t
i
z
i
i zyxQ
1
2
1
2
1
*|)( 
                                  )|)(( 22
1
*
ii
z
t
i
i
i zyxQ  

by convexity of Q(x). But by definition, 
.)(min|)( 2222
),(
)(),(
*
ii
yxpz
xSzyz
i zyzyxQ
i
i
 


Therefore, .,,1,0|)( 22* tizyxQ
ii
z
i
  Noting that ,,,1,0 tii  the equality 
in the preceding expression must hold or else a contradiction would result in the sequence 
above. Consequently, we have 0|)( 22*  iiz
i zyxQ  for all i. These imply that 
,),,( IRzyx iii  i = 1,…, .t and that (x*, y*, z*) can be written as a convex combination 
of points in IR. Because (x*, y*, z*) is a vertex of IR by Corollary 1 and P(x) and P(x, y) 
are single-valued, a contradiction results unless .1t
Corollary 3.2 If (x, y, z) is an extreme point of IR, then it is an extreme point of S.
The above theorems and corollaries provide a theoretical foundation and a suitable 
way to solve the proposed LTLP problem. We can therefore only search extreme points 
on the constraint region S to find an optimal solution for a LTLP problem. 
This Corollary provides a clear way to obtain a solution for the LTLP problem by the 
Kth-best algorithm. 
4. The Linear Tri-Level Kth-Best Algorithm 
Based on the bi-level Kth-best algorithm and Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.2, we propose 
a linear tri-level Kth-best algorithm to solve the LTLP problem.
Suppose to solve the LTLP problem below:
     (9)
The N ranked basic feasible solution to (9) is 
,
such that , . Then 
solving this problem is equivalent to finding the index
. 
Therefore the global solution is .  Similarly, for the (middle level, 
bottom level) problem:
,
the ranked basic feasible solution becomes
,
8such that , . Then solving this problem 
is equivalent to finding the index   yielding 
the optimal solution for (middle level, bottom level) problem .
      The procedure of the linear tri-level Kth-best algorithm is described as follows:
      Step 1:  Put . Solve problem (9) with the simplex method to obtain the optimal 
solution . Let and . Go to Step 2.
      Step 2:  Treat the problem as a top (middle bottom) level problem. This step turns 
into solving the follower (middle bottom)’s decision problem below with the bi-level 
Kth-best algorithm to see if the examining extreme point is the optimal solution to 
problem (9).
                                                                                (10)
Let denote the optimal solution to (10). If and , stop and 
is the global optimum to (9) with ; Otherwise, go to Step 3.
      Step 3: Let denote the set of adjacent extreme points of such that 
implies .][1][1][1111 iii zyxzyx   Let 
  and  . Go to Step 4.
      Step 4:  Set and choose so that
Go to Step 2. 
[END]     
      Figure 1 explains the tri-level Kth-best algorithm by a flow chart. The tri-level Kth-
best algorithm uses two other algorithms: the simplex algorithm which addresses the 
problem of getting an optimal solution for single-level linear programming and the 
algorithm for finding adjacent extreme points of a selected extreme point. According to 
the results given by Bard [5], an extreme point is a geometrical interpretation of a feasible 
solution. Hence enumerating the adjacent extreme points is equivalent to enumerating all 
the feasible solutions for the decision problem. In the chart, the adjacent extreme point set 
is in the linear tri-level Kth-best algorithm.
9Figure 1: The Tri-level Kth-best algorithm flow chart
5. An Illustrated Example
This section develops a case-based example on the annual budget decision-making of a 
company, where the CEO is the top-level decision entity, the heads of the company’s 
branches act as the middle-level decision entity, and the group supervisors are the 
bottom-level decision entity. Obviously, the decision of the CEO will be affected by the 
reactions from the branch heads, and the decision of the branch heads tri-level by the 
reactions from the group supervisors. In order to arrive at an optimal solution (better 
strategy) for the company on the annual budget, we establish a tri-level programming 
model for this problem.
The CEO has its objective “to maximize the net profits”, represented by min f1(x, y, z)
(here -f1(x, y, z) is net profits), and x is the top-level decision control variable. The heads 
of the branches attempt “to minimize cost”, represented by min f2(x, y, z), and y is the 
10
middle-level decision control variable. The bottom-level entity has their objective of “to 
maximize worker satisfactory degree”, represented by minf3(x, y, z) (here, -f3(x, y, z) is 
worker satisfactory degree), and z is the bottom-level decision control variable. The 
objectives of the CEO, branch heads and group supervisors are subject to their particular 
constraints respectively such as material requirements, marking cost, labor cost, and 
working hours. This tri-level decision problem is briefly modeled by the following 
symbolical LTLP model:
For   , ,: 1RZYXfi 
                          
                          Subject to: 
                                            
                                           
                                           Subject to:
                                  
            
            Subject to: .
Now we use the developed linear tri-level Kth-best algorithm to achieve a solution for 
this problem by the following steps.
      Step 1: According to the tri-level Kth-best algorithm, solving this problem requires 
first considering the middle level and the bottom level as a whole (middle, bottom), and 
then solving the problem using the bi-level Kth-best algorithm. Each time we get a 
solution from the outer level (top, (middle, bottom)) problem, we examine it by 
using the bi-level Kth-best algorithm against the middle level and bottom level. Provided 
the optimal solution in the (middle, bottom) bi-Level problem is the same of then 
we get the global optimal solution.
      The problem then becomes to solve:
      
Subject to: 
            
            
              
            
      First, solve the problem using simplex method, yielding . Then put this 
solution into an extreme point set so that and , which is 
another extreme point set for storing the examined extreme points. Hence the x variable 
in this basic feasible solution is 3.75, use this as a new constraint of the middle level, the 
problem is to solve:
Subject to: 
            
           
            
11
            
           (11)
      Step 2: Use simplex method on the problem (11) and get a new feasible solution 
. Then we need to use bi-level Kth-best algorithm on the (middle, bottom) 
problem to test whether this is the optimal solution for the (middle, bottom) problem or 
not. To do that, let , then the problem is equivalent to solving:
Subject to: 
            
            
            
           
            
            (12)
      Step 3: Use simplex algorithm on (12). The result is different with the feasible 
solution of the selected adjacent extreme point. Consequently, it seeks to find the 
adjacent extreme points of the currently examined feasible solution (a set), puts the 
previous selected adjacent extreme point into set , then makes , 
ranks the set and retrieves the adjacent extreme point which has the smallest objective 
value from the new . Take this adjacent extreme point as a new feasible solution and 
change the value of the variable in (12) to the value of the variable of this adjacent 
extreme point, continue Step 3. If the in the (middle, bottom) problem is empty, keep 
the current solution, go to Step 5. Note that the and in this step are the extreme 
point sets in the (middle, bottom) problem.
      Step 4: If we are not able to get a global solution after Step 3, we need to generate the 
corresponding as well as for the top (middle, bottom) problem, and get a new 
adjacent extreme point from the ranked adjacent extreme point-set . This new adjacent 
extreme point will be used in Step 2, which continues processing the algorithm until the 
global solution, extreme point (4, 6, 0), is found. For the global solution, the objective 
value of is -20 and the objectives of and are 10 and -8, respectively. That is, the 
profit is 20, the cost is 10 and the worker satisfactory degree is 8. All results here are 
already rounded as an integer value for better understanding of the values.
Based on the algorithm, a software tool has been developed.  After inputting all 
coefficients of all objectives and constrains of all the three decision entities, the software 
will use the tri-level Kth-best algorithm to generate a solution to the tri-level decision 
problem.
6. Conclusions and Further Study
In a hierarchical organization, interactive decision entities exist within a predominantly 
hierarchical structure and the execution of decisions is sequential, from top to middle and 
then to bottom levels. Each entity independently maximizes its own objective, but is 
affected by the actions of other entities at different levels through externalities. To 
support this kind of complex decision-making, this paper proposes a solution definition 
and related theorems for LTLP problems. It also develops a tri-level Kth-best algorithm 
to achieve a solution for LTLP problems.
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As multiple followers commonly appear in both middle and bottom levels in a tri-
level decision problem, our further study will include extending the tri-level Kth-best 
algorithm to deal with multi-follower tri-level decision problems and will consider the 
various relationships among these followers at both middle-level and bottom-level. We 
will also improve the developed tri-level decision software to implement the multi-
follower tri-level programming algorithm, and apply it in more real-world applications.  
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